
What men should tell their women 

A performative text by Alevtina Kakhidze for the 5th Odessa Biennale 

Hello everyone! 

For those of you who don’t speak Russian, here is an English translation (hands 
out translation). 

I won’t take up much of your time. I just want to let you know that here, at the 5th 
Odesa Biennale – dedicated to “turbulence” – I hope to see an art work about 
male erectile dysfunction. I think it fits with the main curator’s concept Mikhail 
Rashkovetsky (reads press release) “Unity and opposition to the private and the 
general come into the most danger zone of risk…”  

Maybe someone here has seen a work… ? (silence) on erectile dysfunction? Do 
any exist… - on male erection problems or the lack thereof? The biennale has only 
just begun... it’s a large event… 100 artists… No such work? If there is, I will thank 
the author… (corrects herself) or authors, on behalf of all those women…  

The women I’m talking about are represented here in this meeting room by their 
conversations with their husbands and partners (points to tables). Their 
conversations are about erectile dysfunctions which their men have… (thinking). 
Although, these women have no proof of it, or know anything about it… Only 
what their men tell them… I hope you don’t mind if I read them. You’ll 
understand the context… Does everyone know the word “context”? It is often 
used when talking about art… Context – is the words men tell their women… 

(reflecting) Without them… those words, my words wouldn’t exist! 

(I move over to the tables and read from each one) 

(Table #1): “Didn’t we fuck enough in our twenty years together. We made three 
children after all!” (the following is whispered) Is that what he said for 6 years… 
every time she asked if they would have sex today? 

(Table #2): “What, you’re going to leave me over this? Remember how you 
“weren’t in the mood” from time to time when we were younger, and I didn’t 
make a big deal out of it!” Yes, but she “wasn’t in the mood” for three years in a 
row… 



 (Table #3) “Well, you were never one to make sex everything in life!” That’s what 
he said for 7 years… of their life together without sex! 

(Table #4) What, you want me to pop some pills and run to you? I’m not going to 
satisfy your every whim!” Whim – that’s what wanting sex in 3 years seems to be. 

(Table #5) “I’ll take you to court!” he says, in response to her: “I have a volcano 
inside of me, damn it. What kind of a society is this where nobody knows anything 
about impotence and you say nothing about it too!”  

When those women (she points to the tables) – she’s a mother of three, that one 
is over 50, that one over 40 – learned that I was an artist, they said: do male 
artists, like our men, not talk about it either? Are there works about it in the 
history of world art?! There are about domestic violence, gays, politics, migrants, 
xenophobia, homophobia… But nothing about erectile dysfunction… Neither 
Duchamp, not Boyce, not Warhol, nor the rising star Tino Sehgal, nor Kadan… 
nobody has made a work about it. And yet we women continue to support the 
myth that they are important artists! They remained silent on the most important 
issue: what men should tell their women… if!   
 
I tried to explain: Well, Duchamp lived to an old age… he died at 81… the rest… 
Boyce died at 64, Warhol at 58… Sehgal and Kadan are alive and young… And then 
I added: I see, you need an art work on erectile dysfunction in which personal 
experience is transformed into artistic experience… They responded in unison: 
Yes, yes, tell male artists that we need exactly such a work – a work on erectile 
dysfunction based on personal experience… One just like that!  
 
I replied: Well, I’m not a curator. Really, I’m not a curator… Only a curator can do 
that… And if so, only for a large honorarium and at a museum… Imagine if a 
Ukrainian artist did something on that issue at MoMA?! I’ll try talking with the 
curator…  I pictured myself calling Mikhail Rashkovetsky, early in the morning… on 
Ukrainian Independence Day, three days ago: Mikhail, about the next biennale, 
the 6th Odessa, what if the theme was erectile dysfunction? I think you’ll get the 
same amount of criticism as this time around with “Odessa Biennale once again 
confronts the artists the global problem. That, according to many authoritative 
experts, is one of the signs of provincialism or marginality!... Oops, those are your 
words… Okay, let me put it differently: I think it will be harder to get funding than 
with turbulence, for example! No, I will put: only men will take part, feminists will 
eat you.  
 
I didn’t even manage to explain further, when he, Mikhail Rashkovetsky, said: 
Alevtina, I’m on the road, I’ll call you later… 



 
I can’t tell the women that he’ll call back, that we’re waiting… If I say that, those 
women will think that I want to buy time, just like their men did for three, five, 
seven years… 
 
And so I said: art can’t be made to order. I don’t think it’ll work even if curator 
Mikhail Rashkovetsky says that the theme of the 6th Odessa Biennale is male 
erectile dysfunction, and only based on personal experience…  
 
They said: What about that phrase by your curator, from his concept… of the 5th 
Odessa: “We once again call to look into the essence of social problems through 
the specific and universal art optics!” 
 
He could answer: erectile dysfunction is a social problem? I decided to ask a 
Ukrainian artist directly. And who do you think I chose… (pause) His work is 
mostly about heterosexual relationships, he’ll soon turn 50, and he still draws 
dicks… that’s what he himself says… (pause). I asked Stas Volyazlovsky… By the 
way, he is also a participant of the 5th Odessa Biennale: Stas, do you have 
instructions for men after impotence?” He said: Alevtina, my dick still cracks nuts, 
and signed it: Stas Volyazlovsky. 24 February 2016. Here’s the original of our 
written conversation!   
 
 
But in his eyes I read: Alevtina, you should be asking a different artist about this! 
Okay, I thought – I’ll ask everyone! I picked up the megaphone: Male artists, I’ll 
start with the men participating in the 5th Odessa Biennale… 
 
I read some names off the list of artists… 

A 
Seckin Aydin, Turkey 
Max Afanasyev, Ukraine 
Duygu Nazlı Akova, Turkey 
Silvia Amancei & Bogdan Armanu, Romania 

B 
Zanny Begg, Australia 
Sergey Belik, Ukraine 
Yevgenia Belorusets, Ukraine 
Svitlana Biedarieva, Ukraine-GB 
Irina Berezhko, Ukraine-Netherlands 
Martinka Bobrikova & Oscar de Carmen, Slovakia- Spain- Norway 
Bondero, Ukraine-Netherlands 
Eugen Brytavsky, Ukraine 
Oksana Bryukhovetska, Ukraine 



C 
Yvon Chabrowski, Germany 
Gennadiy Chernega, Ukraine 
David Chichkan, Ukraine 
Gigi Cifali, Italy 

D 
Oleg Dimov, Ukraine 
Dmitry Dulfan, Ukraine 

E 
Dmitry Erlikh, Ukraine 

F 
Zoya Falkova, Kazakhstan 

G 
Daniil Galkin, Ukraine 
Anatoly Gankevich, Ukraine 
Ghost of a Dream, USA 
GORSAD, Ukraine 
Sergiy Grigorian, Ukraine 
Roman Gromov, Ukraine 
Sophie Guyot, Switzerland 

H 
Oleg Kharch, Ukraine 
Rudolf Herz, Germany 
Juliana Höschlová, Czech 
Uladzimir Hramovich, Belarus 
Ivaylo Hristov, Bulgaria 
Martin Hüttel, Germany 

I 
Jere Ikongio, Nigeria 

K 
Nikita Kadan & Yuri Leiderman, Ukraine 
Alevtina Kakhidze, Ukraine 
Nikolay Karabinovych, Ukraine 
Vasilis Karvounis, Greece 
Mehrdad Khataei, Iran 
Irina Kostyshina, Ukraine 
Vladimir Kozhukhar, Ukraine 
Vadim Kruglikov, Israel 
Daria Kuzmych, Ukraine 



L 
Alican Leblebici, Turkey 
Llobet / Pons (Jasmina Llobet &amp; Luis Fernández Pons), Spain 
Nikolay Lukin, Ukraine 

M 
Mikhail Markin, Ukraine 
Dawid Marszewski, Poland 
Mario Matoković, Croatia 
Vladimir Miladinovic, Serbia 
Bojan Mrdenovic, Croatia 

O 
Tatyana Ostapenko, USA 
Marie Ouazzani & Nicolas Carrier, France 
Fransuaza Oz & Bogdan Perevertun, Ukraine 

P 
Kristina Paustian, Germany 
Dan Perjovschi, Romania 
Emilia Persenico, Italy 
Christopher Pugmire, France 
Dani Ploeger, GB 
Peter Puype, Belgium 
Valeriy Puzyk, Ukraine 

R 
Kateryna Radchenko, Ukraine 
Oleksiy Radynskyi, Ukraine 
Beatriz Vianna Reis, Brazil 
Kateryna Repa, Ukraine 
Renée Ridgway, Netherlands 
Herbert Rometsch & Krolikowski Art, Germany – Ukraine 

S 
Mark Salvatus, The Philippines 
Sergiy Savchenko, Ukraine 
Mykyta Shalennyi, Ukraine 
Aleksander Shevchuk, Ukraine 
Shivkumar K V, India 
Natalia Shulte, Ukraine 
Lena Siyatovskaya, Ukraine 
Olia Sosnovskaya, Belarus 
Alnis Stakle, Latvia 

T 
Waldemar Tatarchuk, Poland 
Meliha Teparić, Bosnia 



Christopher Thompson, USA 
Ivana Tkalčić, Croatia 
Aleksei Toptygin, Ukraine 
Yael Toren, Israel 

V 
Nicolas Vionnet, Switzerland 
Michailangelos Vlassis, Greece 
Stas Volazlovsky, Ukraine 

Y 
Albina Yaloza, Ukraine 
Vladimir Yershykhin, Ukraine 

Z 
ZHUZHALKA group (Victor Kovrik, Viacheslav Sokolov, Roman Yukhimchuk), Ukraine 
ZOI group (Inna Prodan, Nadia Smirnova), Ukraine 

 
Please make a work about your personal experience with erectile dysfunction 
called “What should men tell their women?” or call it something else, or just 
untitled, but do it within a year from now, or ten, or fifty, or a day before your 
death, in Odessa or another part of the planet. Thanks in advance from those 
women. Your Alevtina Kakhidze, woman and artist. 
 


